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Abstract
A relational system, S, is a set T with relations
R,, R,, ,.., R, on T, denoted
S =
(T, R, , R,, . , R,J We consider relational systems where all the relations are binary, symmetric
and antireflexive. The underlying graph, G, of a relational system S = (T, R,, . . . , Rk) is the graph
with vertex set V(G) = T and uu E(G) if (u, u) E Ri for some i. We use the terms path (respectively
tree) to mean a relational system whose underlying graph is a path (respectively tree). Let
E,(G) = {uuI(u, u) E Ri} be the set of edges coloured i. The relational
system defined by
(T, R,, R,, . . . . RJ can be represented
in the form of a coloured graph V(G) together with
E,(G), E,(G), . . . . Ek(G). A homomorphism G + H is a mapping to V(G) to V(H) that preserves
edge colours. Such a mapping is called an H-colouring of G. For a fixed H, the H-colouring
problem is:
H-COL (H-colouring).
Instance: A relational system G.
Question: Does there exist an H-colouring

of G?

We show that H-COL is polynomial when H is a path and we show that trees exist such that
H-COL is NP-complete.
These results parallel the results of directed graphs concerning
oriented paths and trees. However, the trees presented here are somewhat smaller and simpler
than the known examples for directed graphs.

1. Introduction

A relational system, S, is a set T together with relations RI, R1, . . . , R, on T, denoted
S = (T, RI, RZ, . . . . Rk). While relational systems are very general, we are interested in
a generalization of graphs and therefore we only consider the case where all the
relations are binary, symmetric and antireflexive. Of course, such a relational system
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with only one relation is an undirected
graph without loops. This motivates
the
following definition. The underlying graph, G, of a relational system S = (T, R 1, . . . , Rk)
is the graph with vertex set I’(G) = T and uv E E(G) if (u, v) E Ri for some i. This allows
us to talk about relational systems that are connected, bipartite, etc. by considering
the underlying
graph. In particular,
we will use the term path (respectively tree) to
mean a relational
system whose underlying
graph is a path (respectively
tree). In
addition to considering
relational systems via their underlying
graph, we may also
wish to distinguish between edges from different relations. To this end, let E,(G) = (uv:
(u, v) E Ri) be the set of edges coloured i. Observe that E(G) = El u Ez u ... u Ek. The
relational
system defined by (T, RI, RZ, . . . . Rk) will be presented
in the form of
a coloured graph V(G) together with E,(G), E,(G), . . . . E,(G).
Let G and H be two relational systems. A homomorphism from G to H, denoted
G + H, is a mappingf:
V(G) + V(H) such that if gig2 E Ei(G), thenf(g1)f(g2)
E Ei(H)
for i = 1, 2, . . . . k. The relational systemf(G) has vertex set V( f(G)) = {h E V(H): there
exists g E V(G) such thatf(g) = h) and edge sets Ei(f(G)) = {h, h2 E E,(H): there exists
g1g2 E Ei(G) such that f(gl)f(gl)
= hl h2}. A homomorphism,
G+ H, is called an
H-colouring of G. This is motivated by the fact that an n-colouring
of a graph G is
a homomorphism
G -+ K,. We also write G --) H to mean there exists a homomorphism from G to H. We are interested in the complexity of the following problem.
H-COL (H-colouring).
Instance: A relational system G.
Question: Does there exist an H-colouring

of G?

For graphs, the complexity of H-COL has been completely determined in [S]. The
problem is NP-complete
if H is nonbipartite
and polynomial
otherwise. For directed
graphs, such a nice characterization
does not seem to exist. See [l, 2, 41. In this paper
we wish to study the complexity of H-COL for relational systems. In particular, we
show the problem is polynomial
when H is a path and there exist trees such that
H-COL is NP-complete.
These results are similar to the work of [4] where it is shown
that H-COL is polynomial
when H is an oriented path and there exists a directed tree
for which H-COL is NP-complete.
However, the trees presented here are somewhat
smaller and somewhat
simpler in that they are generalized
stars. We have no
particular
application
motivating
this investigation
other than this early work suggests the behaviour of H-colouring
by relational systems can be very rich even in small
examples.
A final definition we require is the product of G and H, denoted G x H. It is the
relational
system on V(G) x V(H) where (gi, h,) (g2, h,) E Ei(G x H) if and only if
gig2 E E,(G) and hr h, E E,(H). Note that G x H + G and G x H -+ H via the projections dG and 4H, where $G(g, h) = g and $H(g, h) = h.

2. Path colourings
In this section we study the complexity of H-COL when H is a fixed path. There
exists a polynomial
algorithm to solve this problem. Our strategy is to show G + H if
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and only if G --f G x H. We solve the second problem using an algorithm similar to the
one found in [4].
In the following, assume G is a relational
system whose underlying
graph is
bipartite and H is a path. Note that if G is not bipartite, we can answer NO to H-COL,
since a homomorphism
G -+ H is also a homomorphism
between the underlying
graphs. We begin with a series of lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. The relational system G x H has at least two components.
Proof. Recall that both G and H are bipartite and we can assume the vertices of both
G and H have been properly coloured with (1,2}. If (gi, h,)(g2, h,) E E(G x H), then
gi and g2 must be different colours in G and hI and h2 must be different colours in H.
Therefore, the only edges in G x H are between vertices coloured (1, 1) and vertices
coloured (2,2) or between vertices coloured (2, 1) and vertices coloured (1,2). Observe
that the subgraph induced by vertices coloured with { (1, l), (2,2)} is not connected to
the subgraph induced by vertices coloured with {(1,2), (2, l)}.
q
Note it is possible to have more than two components
in G x H even when G and
relational
systems as shown in Fig. 1. This differs from regular
graphs, see [6, Proposition
11.
The algorithm in [4] solves H-COL when H is an oriented path. The algorithm in
[4] requires that the target graph H have the so-called X property. The coloured
graphs we use do not have the X property. Instead we use the following lemmas to
show “crossing” edges in G x H are in different components.
H are connected

Lemma 2.2. The distinct edges (gI, hl)(g2,
different components of G x H.

h,)

and (gI, h2)(g2, h,)

of G x H are in

Proof. The vertices hI and h2 are in different colour classes of any two-colouring
of H.
Similarly, g1 and g2 obtain different colours in any colouring of G. By the proof of
Lemma 2.1, these edges are in different components.
0

Fig. 1. A product

of two connected

relational

systems with five components.
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Fig. 2. The numbering

For the following
Fig. 2.

of vertices in G and H

we will assume the vertices of G and H have been numbered

as in

Lemma 2.3. Let (gr, h,)(g,, h,) and (gI, h3)(gZ, h4) be two distinct edges in the same
component in G x H, then hI d h3 and h2 d h4 or h, 2 h3 and h2 2 h4.
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that hI d h2. Since H is a path and
h,h2 is an edge of H, h2 = hI + 1. Suppose h3 d h,. Again, since H is a path,
h, = h3 + 1. If hI d h3, then h2 d h,. If h3 < hI, then h, s hZ. In either case the result
holds. Now suppose h3 > hq. If h3 < hI or h4 2 hZ, then the result is true. Hence, the
only way for the lemma to fail is if h3 > hI and h4 < h2. This implies h, = hI and
h, = hZ. By Lemma 2.2 these edges are in different components
contrary
to our
q
assumption.
The result follows.
Thus if we examine the depiction of G x H, the edges between any two rows in some
component
of G x H have the property that no two edges “cross”. Observe that if H is
a tree this may not be the case, as demonstrated
in Fig. 3. Note only one component
of
G x H is drawn. Here H is the tree while G is a single edge.
Lemma 2.4. If G is connected and f: G + W is a homomorphism
relational system W, then f (G) is connected.

mapping G to some

Proof. Let u and v be two vertices in G. Since G is connected, there
u=p,p,...
pn = v such that pipi+l EE(G) for i = 0, l,...,n
- 1.
f(pi)f(pi+i)
E E(W) for 0 d i d n - 1, since f is a homomorphism.
f (po)f(pl)
. . . f(p,,) = f(v) is a walk in W containing
a path from f(u)
Lemma 2.5. The relational

system G + G x H $and

exists a path
This implies
Hence f(u) =
0
to f(v).

only if G + H.

Proof. If G -+ G x H, then since G x H --) H we have G + H. On the other hand,
suppose there exists a homomorphism
f: G -+ H. Let $: G -+ G x H be the mapping defined
by 4(g) = (g,f(g))
for all g E V(G). Now if g1g2 E Ei(G), then
(gl,f(gl))(g2,f(g2))

EEi(GxH).

0
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edges.

corollary.

Corollary 2.6. If G + H, there exists a one to one homomorphism
Proof. Using 4 from above, if +(gi) = 4(g2), then (gl,f(gl))
plies g1 = g2. 0
Using

Lemmas
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G -+ G x H.

= (g2,f(gZ)).

This im-

2.4 and 2.5 we get the following.

Corollary 2.7. If G is connected, then G -+ H if and only zf there is a one to one
homomorphism from G to some connected component of G x H.

3. The path colouring algorithm
In this section we describe an algorithm and prove it solves H-COL in polynomial
time when H is a path. We assume for the remainder
of this section that G is
connected. If G is not connected we can apply the algorithm on each component of G.
Let fi and f2be two homomorphisms
from G to G x H of the formJ;:(g) = (g, hj) for
all g E I’(G). That is, the same form as 4 in Lemma 2.5. We say fi d f2iffi (g) < f2(g)
for all g E V(G), where the vertices of H are (0, 1,2, . . . . k) as in Fig. 2. Here
fi(g) = (g, h,) d f2(g) = (g, h2) is equivalent to h, d h2 since the first components
are
the same. A homomorphism
f:G -+ G x H is minimum iff 6 f'for all homomorphisms
f’ :G + G x H. We know from Corollary 2.7 that each homomorphism
from G to
H actually induces a one to one homomorphism
from G into some component
W of
G x H. Let W be a component of G x H. We denote the set of homomorphisms
G -+ W
by W(G).
Lemma 3.1. Let H be ajxed path and G a relational system. For each component
G x H, either W(G) is empty or W(G) contains a minimum element.

W of

Proof. If W(G) is empty for all components
W of G x H, then we are done. Suppose
some W(G) is not empty. Let fi and fi be two homomorphisms
in W(G) such that
ft Q fi and f2 $fi.
Claim.

Letf,(g)
= min

if1 (g),f2(g)}

for all g E V(G).

The mapping f3 : G + W is a homomorphism.
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pair

{fi(g2)J2(g2)).

2 ) are two edges in some component
andf2h)f2(g
2.3, it must be the case thatf,(g,)
df2(gl) andf,(g,)
bf2(g2)

thatf~(gdf~(g2)

G x H. By Lemma
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of
or

fi(gl) >.Mgi) andfr(g2)
>f2(g2). In the first case.Mgi) =fr(gr) andfs(g2)
=fi(g2).
In the second case&(gr) =_&(gi) andfs(g2) =f2(g2). Hence,f3(gi)f3(g2)
is an edge in
W. This establishes the claim.
We conclude

W(G) must have a minimum

element.

0

Our aim is to describe an algorithm that finds a minimum homomorphism
from
G into a connected
component
of G x H and thereby solve H-COL in view of
Corollary 2.7. We have two basic structures. Firstly,?
is a mapping from V(G) to
V(H), which is not necessarily a homomorphism.
Secondly, %?is a subset of E,(G)
u E,(G) u ... u E,(G). After choosing a component
W of G x H, we have the following two statements which are true throughout
the algorithm.
(i) If W(G) is not empty, then f”< f for allf E W(G).
(ii) If g1g2 is an edge in E,(G) - %‘, then f”(gi) f”(g2) is an edge of E,(WJ for all
X E (1, 2, . ..) k}.
We are now ready to describe the path colouring algorithm.
Step 1. Choose a component
W in G x H.
Step 2. Initially, set 7s 0 and %?= E,(G) u E2(G) u ... u E,(G).
Step 3. Choose an edge g1g2 E %?.Let gig2 be colour tl.
S&J 4. Choose the minimum (i, j) such that (gr , i)(g2, j) E E,(W) andf”(gJ d (gr, i)
andf(g,)
< (g2,j). If no such (i, j) exists, then pick a new component
and goto Step
2 or STOP and answer NO if all components
have been tried.
Step 5. Upd_ate the colouring. _
Step 5.1. Ifl(gr) = (gl, i) and_f(g,) = (g2, j), then continue.
Step 5.2. Iff(g,) # (gl, i) andf(g,)
= (g2, j), then put all edges incident with g1 into
%.
Step 5.3. Iff”(gi) = (gi, i) andf”(g,) # (g2, j), then put all edges incident with g2 into
V.
Step 5.4. Iff(g,) # (gi, i) andT(g,) # (g2, j), then put all edges incident with g1 and
g2 into %?.
Step 6. Set T(g,) = (gr, i) andJ(g,)
= (g2, j). Remove g1g2 from %?.If % = 8, then
STOP and answer YES otherwise goto Step 3.
We need to show that the pair (i, j) in Step 4 is well defined. Suppose (i, j) and (m, n)
are pairs of vertices in H such that (gl, i)(g2 ,j) E E(W) and (gl, m)(g,, n) E E(w), then
by Lemma 2.3, either (i, j) < (m, n) or (m, n) < (i, j). Hence, a minimum does exist.
Theorem 3.2. The path colouring algorithm solves H-COL in O() V(G)1 + IE(G)I) time
when H is a fixed path.
Proof. We prove the algorithm works by induction on the number of edges checked.
When zero edges have been checked, both invariants
are trivially true. Suppose both
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are true after n edges have been checked. Further suppose that the (n + 1)st edge to be
checked is g1g2. If W(G) is empty, then invariant (i) is trivially true. If W(G) is not
empty, then let f be the minimum
element of W(G). We have by induction,
f(gd>figl)andf(g,) 3.h).
Alsof(gl)f(g2)~Ea(W)
sincefis a homomorphism.
Therefore,at
Step 4 the pair (i,jJ exists with f (gl) 3 (gl, Q and f (g2) 3 (g2,j). The
mappingfis
updated such thatfh)
= (sl, 4 Gf(sd andf(g,) = (g2,d Gf(gd. BY
induction, f(g) < f(g) for all g E V(G) - (gl, g2}. Therefore, invariant (i) remains true.
Notice we have just proved if W(G) is not empty, then the pair (i,j) exists at Step 4.
Therefore, the algorithm only chooses a new component in G x H if the current W(G)
is empty. In order for the algorithm
to reply NO, W(G) must be empty for all
components
W.
If at Step 4 a new component
is chosen, then returning
to Step 2 makes both
invariants
trivially true again. If the p-r (i,j) exists in Step 4, then flis updated. By
induction, invariant (ii) was true before f was updated. The only edge removed from %‘,
and hence the only edge tha_t cou!d make invariant (ii) false, is g1 g2. The choice of (i, j)
(ii)
at Step 4 guarantees that f(gl)f(g2) is an edge coloured LX.Therefore, invariant
remains true. If %?becomes empty upon removing g1g2, then f”is a homomorphism
and the algorithm has correctly identified a YES instance.
Let ( V(H) 1= p. There are 1V(G) (p vertices in G x H. For each edge in G there are at
most 2p corresponding
edges in G x H. Therefore, G x H can be constructed
in
O((E(G)( + (V(G)0 time. Identifying
the components
of G x H requires O((E(G)[)
time. Step 2 requires 0( IE(G)l + ) V(G)/) time. An edge is added to %?when one of its
ends is increased. This means an edge can be added to 9? at most 2p - 2 times.
Therefore, an edge can be checked at most 2p - 1 times. Choosing the minimum pair
(i j) in Step 4 requires constant time. Therefore, we require at most (2p - l)lE(G)(
iterations each of constant time. The total time required is O(l V(G)1 + IE(G)J).
q

4. NP-complete

trees

We now prove that there exists a tree H such that H-COL is NP-complete.
Moreover, the two trees presented are generalized stars. Clearly, H-COL is in NP.
Therefore, we need only provide a polynomial
reduction
from an NP-complete
problem. The reduction is from ONE-IN-THREE
3SAT. See [3] for details on the
complexity. Formally, ONE-IN-THREE
3SAT is defined below.
ONE-IN-THREE
3SAT.
Instance: Set U of variables, collection C of clauses over U such that each clause
c E C has (cl = 3.
Question: Is there a truth assignment for U such that each clause in C has exactly
one true literal?
This problem remains NP-complete
if no c E C contains a negated literal.
Let H be the tree in Fig. 4. The edge colours are given by the letters beside each
edge. For example, if the edge uv has abc beside it, then u is related to u in relations a, b,
and c. In other words, under any homomorphism
the preimage of uv is edges coloured

102
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Fig. 4. An NP-complete

Fig. 5. Clauses

generalized

star.

for the tree.

with a, b or c. The idea of assigning different colours to the edges of H is similar to the
use of super edges in [4] and hence the reduction is similar. However, the use of many
colours allows us to construct smaller, simpler trees.
Theorem 4.1. Let H be the tree in Fig. 4. Then H-COL

is NP-complete.

Proof. Let us be given an instance
of ONE-IN-THREE
3SAT without negated
variables. We construct
a relational
structure
G. Let G have vertices 1,) 12,. . . . I,,
corresponding
to the m literals in our instance of ONE-IN-THREE
3SAT. For each
clause ej E C with ej = lj, v lj, v I,,, construct a COPY of the structure in Fig. 5 with
the vertices x1, x2 and xj identified with 1j,, 1j,, and lj,.
The structure G maps to H if and only if a truth assignment exists that assigns true
to exactly one variable in each clause cj. Suppose G --) H. It is easy to see that each
vertex Cj gets mapped to one of the three leaves across the bottom of H, since ej must
get mapped to a vertex incident with an edge of colour ~1.Further, once ej is mapped,
the rest of the vertices in the clause have their colours forced.
Suppose cj is mapped to the left-most leaf in Fig. 4. The edge CIis mapped to c(. The
edge f must be mapped to f: The degree-four vertex in Fig. 5 must be mapped to the
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2-colour

generalized

star

vertex in H incident with a f below it and bed above it. The branch in cj consisting of
a, a, bed must map to a, a, bed in H. This means x1 is mapped to T. The branch
b, b, acd must be mapped to bed, abc, abed. Thus, x2 is mapped to F. Similarly, x3 is
mapped to F. If cj is mapped to the middle leaf, xz is mapped to T while xi, x3 are
mapped to F. Finally, if Cj is mapped to the right-most leaf, x3 is true and x1, x2 are
false. Hence. one of {x1, x2, x3} will be mapped to Tand the other two will be mapped
to F. This is the truth assignment that assigns true to one variable in each clause.
On the other hand, given a truth assignment, map all true literals to T and all false
literals to F. This will again force the colouring of all vertices in G and produce
a homomorphism.
0
The above example is nice in that H contains only 12 vertices. The NP-complete
directed tree found in [4] has 278 vertices. An example of a two-colour NP-complete
tree exists on 98 vertices (see below). Perhaps allowing coloured edges let us observe
richer behaviour in smaller examples.
Now we construct an NP-complete
tree with two edge colours. Let H be the tree in
Fig. 6. The labels on the edges here are not colours, but in fact refer to “super” edges.
See Fig. 8. Each super edge consists of a sequence of blue edges, followed by
a sequence of red edges, followed by a sequence a blue edges, followed by a single red
edge. The number above each edge corresponds
to the length of the sequence. For
example, super edge a is a path of three blue edges, five red edges, five blue edges, and
a single red edge. The super edge (abc)3 has three edges in each sequence. The super
edge (abc)5 found in Fig. 7 has sequences of length five. Each super edge has an
orientation
from the white super vertex at one end to the black super vertex at the
other. Each arc drawn in Figs. 6 and 7 is actually the corresponding
oriented super
edge. The super edge a (not shown) is an alternating
path of length six. That is, c1is
obtained by adding a blue then a red edge to the black end of the super edge e. Note,
e is an alternating
path of length four.
We now tackle the somewhat cumbersome
task of describing homomorphisms
between the super edges. Consider the following proposition.
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_

*
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ea+_!-l-_.A-_-~
e~&1-_.1--*
Fig. 8. Super edges.

Proposition 4.2. Let P = pOpI . ..pzi+ I and Q = qOql . . . qXj+ 1 be two paths with all
edges blue. There exists a homomorphism,f,
mapping P to Q such that f (PO) = q. and
f(pai+ 1) = qzj+ 1 if and only if i 2 j.
What does this mean in terms of super edges? Let P and Q be two super edges
(neither of which is a). Suppose there exists a homomorphism
from P to Q mapping
the white (respectively black) super vertex of P to the white (respectively black) super
vertex of Q. The initial sequence of blue edges in P must map onto the initial sequence
of blue edges in Q with the ends in P mapping to the corresponding
ends in Q. Also,
both sequences have odd length. By Proposition
4.2, this can only occur if the
sequence in P is at least as long as the sequence in Q. Now the second monochromatic
sequences in P and in Q are red. Each sequence has odd length and corresponding
ends must again map to each other. Therefore, the first red sequence in P must be at
least as long as the first red sequence in Q. In other words, P maps to Q if and only if
each monochromatic
sequence in P is at least as long as the corresponding
sequence
in Q.
For example, the super edge a will map to the super edges (abc)3, e2, e2, and e, but it
will not map to the super edges b, c, or el. The super edge CIwill only map to an
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alternating
path of length six. If one checks the tree in Fig. 6, the only such paths are
the three a super edges.
Theorem 4.3. Let H be the tree in Fig. 6. Then H-COL

is NP-complete.

Proof. The proof works exactly the same as the previous tree. Suppose we are given
an instance of ONE-IN-THREE
3SAT. We construct a graph G using the structure in
Fig. 7 for each clause. Because the super edge ~1in each cj only maps to one of the three
super edges labeled a in H, the clauses map to H in the same way as described in
Theorem 4.1. 0

5. Conclusion
The complexity of H-COL for relational systems seems to have a lot in common
with the complexity of H-COL for direct graphs in the cases when H is a path or
a tree. This leads us to believe there will not be a nice characterization
of H-COL as is
the case with undirected graphs. However, coloured graphs seem to be an interesting
tool for discovering behaviour about homomorphisms
and may provide insight into
existing problems involving graphs and directed graphs.
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